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Appendix 6 – Survey of Heritage Assets 

Introduction 

All heritage assets within CR3 designated as nationally-significant (Listed buildings and Scheduled Ancient Monuments) were visited by the Heritage 

and Urban Design Group of the CR3 Forum and the present condition described in a separate Heritage Audit. In addition, in the Local Plan, 

Tandridge District Council has identified locally-listed Buildings of Character that it is desirable to preserve. They were also inspected and assessed 

in the Heritage Audit, to check that they qualify under the criteria published by TDC.  For completeness these existing designations are summarised 

here (Parts 1 and 2 for nationally-significant and Part 3 for locally-listed). They are covered in more detail in the Heritage Audit. 

The assets already designated represent only a small proportion of the many historic environment features that together contribute to the particular 

identity and sense of place within each of the main settlements of CR3. The Neighbourhood Plan therefore includes this survey to identify further 

landmarks that add variety, character and interest at parish level and are therefore locally-significant heritage assets. Individual Neighbourhood 

Character Features have been identified. Because much of CR3 is urban and suburban its historic character is often about visual impressions of 

streetscapes of varying density. Therefore most of these character features are buildings. For example they may be of a good architectural and build 

quality, perhaps representations of a local type where original design details survive and alterations have been generally to scale and in keeping. 

The aim is to encourage the conservation, renovation and preservation of the best features, so that they continue to make a positive contribution to 

local character. This does not prevent evolution and change within the neighbourhood, as with care old and new features can be combined to the 

benefit of both. Although there may be cases where preservation is not desirable, feasible or economically viable (when considered against the 

wider objectives of the Neighbourhood Plan) it will always be the preferred option. 

The significance of neighbourhood landmarks is relative. In some areas quite ordinary features that might be insignificant elsewhere can constitute a 

key element of the local character and appearance. Perhaps few may now survive in good condition or they may be making a particular contribution 

to what is otherwise a rather mundane area. Similarly asset significance is not necessarily related to present physical condition. Empty or neglected 

buildings may retain historic interest and conservation potential. Conversely assets can lose period detail and character through over-ambitious 

modernisation. These principles have been used in the selection of character features. 
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In addition to existing Conservation Areas new Neighbourhood Character Areas are proposed, where individual landmarks have a wider coherence 

and group value.  The Character Areas include town centres where surviving historic features are making a positive visual contribution and have the 

potential to support regeneration. They also include the unappealing, poor quality 1960s - 80s developments that so often detract from the street 

scene and give a feeling that our urban centres are run down. When the opportunity arises, these eyesores can then be replaced with better 

buildings that improve character and visual amenity. 

The survey covers the visible historic environment. There is also an extensive buried heritage consisting of archaeological remains not generally 

visible. This is equally material and significant with regard to conservation. CR3 contains County Sites of Archaeological Importance (generally those 

of known significance) and Areas of High Archaeological Potential (where there is a strong probability of buried remains). These area designations 

are covered in the policies and proposals map of the TDC Local Plan. There is also a wide range of individual archaeological discoveries of varying 

significance itemised in the County database and mapping at the Exploring Surrey’s Past website. Further information is available from the historic 

environment advisors at Surrey County Council. 

This appendix to the Neighbourhood Plan is not a comprehensive heritage survey and will need to be updated throughout the life of the Plan as new 

information becomes available. It is ordered by parish. The Neighbourhood Character Features are by street address within each parish (Part 3). 

The Neighbourhood Character Areas are again by parish (Part 4).    

1. Listed buildings and features (designated as nationally significant)                                                                                                                                                    

1.1 Caterham Hill Parish 

St Lawrence’s Church, Church Road inc. Fowler and Bull tombs                   Listed (Grades I and II resp.)    

St Mary’s Church, Church Road                                                                           Listed (Grade II) 

84 High Street: 17th c. timber framed building                                                 Listed (Grade II) 

33 High Street: 18th c. house                                                                                Listed (Grade II) 

34 High Street: King and Queen public house                                                   Listed (Grade II) 
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Church of the Sacred Heart, Essendene Road                                                   Listed (Grade II) 

5-7 Town End: 17th c. farmhouse with attached Victorian shop                    Listed (Grade II) 

Bofors Gun Tower, south of Burntwood Lane                                                   Listed (Grade II) 

RAF Kenley: Institute (NAAFI), Victor Beamish Avenue                                   Listed (Grade II) 

RAF Kenley: Officers’ Mess, off Whyteleafe Hill                                               Listed (Grade II) 

City coal tax post, cast iron, Coulsdon Road (opposite The Grove)               Listed (Grade II) 

City coal tax post, cast iron, adjacent 124 Ninehams Road                            Listed (Grade II) 

Chapel of St Michael inc. churchyard piers and walls, Guards Avenue        Listed (Grade II)  

1.2 Caterham Valley Parish    

St John’s Church, Clareville Road                                                                        Listed (Grade II) 

Upwood Gorse, Tupwood Lane: Victorian mansion (1873)                           Listed (Grade II) 

Fosterdown Fort: former Tool Store, Tupwood Scrubbs Road                     Listed (Grade II) 

1.3 Chaldon Parish 

Church of St Peter and St Paul, inc. three chest tombs, Ditches Lane        Listed (Grades I and II resp.) 

Chaldon Court and granary, Ditches Lane                                                      Listed (Grades II* and II resp.) 

Willey Park Farmhouse and water tower, Pilgrims Lane                              Listed (both Grade II) 

Rook Farmhouse and thatched barn, 73 Rook Lane                                    Listed (both Grade II) 

Rook Cottage, 82 Rook Lane                                                                              Listed (Grade II) 
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Tollsworth Manor House, Rook Lane                                                               Listed (Grade II*)  

1.4 Whyteleafe Parish               

City coal tax post, cast iron, outside 376 Godstone Road                                Listed (Grade II) 

City coal tax post, cast iron, Well Farm Road, north side - now missing        Listed (Grade II) 

City coal tax post, cast iron, Whyteleafe Hill, east of Hornchurch Hill junction Listed (Grade II) 

City coal tax posts, cast iron, junction of Woldingham Road and Stuart Road – two, one now missing                                                                                                

Listed (Grade II) 

City coal tax post, stone obelisk, railway line S. of Whyteleafe station            Listed (Grade II) 
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2. Scheduled Ancient Monuments   (designated as nationally significant) 

2.1 Caterham Valley Parish 

Fosterdown Fort                                                                                              Scheduled Monument 

War Coppice Hillfort                                                                                        Scheduled Monument 

3. Neighbourhood Character Features (defined as locally significant in the Neighbourhood Plan) 

3.1 Caterham Hil l Parish 

Addison Road 

Elliot Cottage, 84 Addison Road (1899): a well-proportioned villa in yellow stock brick with red detailing and central name plaque. Addison Road is a 

good example of a street that characterises much of Caterham Hill, having been developed gradually and piecemeal, resulting in a variety of styles 

from Victorian to modern. There are other dated cottages but this one is the best preserved. 

 

Auckland Road 
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Stanley House, 3 Auckland Road (shown on the 1912 OS map): a traditional cottage, the front (since painted over) in flint with brick detailing and 

quoins, the ends in brick (one with decorative tile hanging). 

Banstead Road  

Le Personne Trust: a complex of flats around open courtyards. 1952, in a Wren style with later matching extensions , this is a rare example of a 

quality building in a time of post-War austerity. Its elegant front elevation enhances the streetscape along Banstead Road. 
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Upon completion in 1953, view from Banstead Road. The later extensions now occupy part of the front forecourt.  

Birch Avenue 

WWII air raid warden’s post, Birch Avenue (by the path to Queens Park Road): a rectangular concrete structure with a slab roof and doorway (now 

bricked up). 
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Burntwood Lane 

Burntwood Lane (junction with Buxton Lane): a well-proportioned Arts and Crafts house in rendered finish with distinctive angled corner buttresses 

and tile hung front bays, under a steeply pitched clay tile roof with decorative ridge and finials. First shown on the 1912 OS map, this was originally 

one property, since subdivided. 

 

Buxton Lane 

Longmead (1881), junction of Buxton Lane and Banstead Road: large Victorian house, now a nursing home, in brick with ornamental detailing (now 
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painted over). 

 

Buxton Lodge (1871), Buxton Lane opposite Portley Lane: one of the largest and grandest of the Victorian mansions, in flint with brick detailing and 

tall narrow gables. 

Buxton Lane, public footpath on the north side of Buxton Lodge: there is a concrete WWII Air Ministry boundary marker here and another at the 

Foxon Lane end of the footpath.  They are part of the military history of Caterham and associated with RAF Kenley. 

Boundary marker (1895), Buxton Lane at junction with Fenemore Road: cast iron marker for boundary with Croydon Rural District. 
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Coulsdon Cottages, 135-147 Buxton Lane: a row of whitewashed cottages (shown on the 1897 OS map) with distinctive porthole porches and 

diamond leaded windows. 

 

Chaldon Road 

Hillcroft School, 1872 (the original buildings facing Chaldon Road): a community asset that is a key part of the social history of Caterham. The 

earliest element consists of a pair of semi-detached teachers’ houses in Gothic style of yellow brick with red and black detailing and dating plaques 

in red tile work. There is a separate Boys wing adjacent to which an annex in similar style has been added westwards c 1900. Although the 
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corresponding Girls wing to the east was demolished for a block of flats, the surviving buildings are still sufficient to understand and appreciate the 

Victorian village school.  

Park House, 39 Chaldon Road: an imposing Georgian-style villa with stucco detailing, a slate roof and an elegant front door with fanlight. The 

renovations are to a good standard and in keeping so that it adds period character to the street scene. 

 

Westway Common (opposite 63 Chaldon Road): a WWII underground air raid shelter, the concreted- over entrance and escape hatch still visible. 
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St Lawrences’ Hospital cemetery:  within woodland at the corner of Chaldon Road and Green Lane, one of the few remaining landmarks of the 

Victorian asylum complex, a major part of the social history of Caterham Hill. This was the first graveyard, in use c. 1870 – 1915 (see also under 

Chaldon Parish, Green Lane). It is shown on the 1912 OS map with a probable chapel and so may be consecrated. It includes tombstones and 

mature trees, eg lines of planted yews, and is protected under disused burial grounds legislation.          

 

Church Road 

St Lawrence’s Church: the associated cemetery, crucifix war memorial, grave markers and boundary walls, forming part of the setting of the listed 

building.         See Heritage Audit 
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St Mary’s Church: the associated cemetery, grave memorials (including the Guards’ plot), lych gate, boundary walls and mortuary house, forming 

part of the setting of the listed building.                                            See Heritage Audit 
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The Dene School (1905), now Caterham Dene Hospital, Church Road: the school was built opposite the new Queens Park in the form of a grand 

Edwardian house, in red brick - two storeys with a third by means of roof dormers on the main wing. 
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1903 

Coulsdon Road 

Chapel of St Michael (1886), at the corner of Coulsdon Road and Guards Avenue: the associated barracks wall (1877) with the one remaining main 

gate pier and gun embrasure (the only section surviving along Coulsdon Road), plus the modern pink granite Guards memorial, all forming part of 

the setting of the listed building.     See Heritage Audit 

       1960: Guards band at the main gate. The surviving gate pier is on the right. 
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Methodist Church and Soldiers’ Rooms, at the corner of Coulsdon Road and William Road: these have group value with the main Caterham 

Barracks. The Wesleyan Soldiers’ Rooms in William Road was opened in 1900 as a meeting house for non-conformist soldiers. When larger 

premises were needed the adjoining church (in render with red brick and stone detailing) was added in 1908. They were used particularly during 

WWI, when Caterham was again a garrison town.                                                    

Caterham Arms, at the corner of Coulsdon Road and Westway: a well-proportioned Victorian brick and tile-hung building shown on the 1870 OS 

map, with extension to the right front (shown on 1935 OS map) that is fully in keeping with the original. It has group value with the barracks as a 

former soldiers’ pub (bombed by the IRA in 1975) and is therefore very much part of the social history of Caterham. There was formerly a WWII air 

raid shelter in the garden (near the corner with Francis Road) recently demolished.  
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St Lawrence’s Hospital, ornamental brick piers and cast iron railings, on the west side of Coulsdon Road from opposite the Caterham Arms to 

opposite Clifton Close: one of the few remaining visual reminders of the former Metropolitan Asylum (1870), a major part of the social history of 

Caterham Hill. Much is original; although the piers shown below have been rebuilt for the Hambledon Road development, this has been carefully 

done, preserving the position of the original hospital entrance. 

 

Court Road 
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64-70 Court Road (c 1900): four elegant and distinctive Arts and Crafts houses, each having different architectural detail, but in the same general 

form and clearly by the same builder. These were the first houses to be built on the newly laid out Court Road (first shown on the 1896 OS map). 

 

 

Eldon Road 

63 Eldon Road: a distinguished and individual Edwardian Arts and Crafts house, only the second to be built in the newly laid out street, and shown 

on the 1912 OS map. In red brick with rendered upper and projecting front bay that forms a dummy balcony a first floor level. It survives in good 

original order with wooden shutters in keeping with the design. 
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Elm Grove 

Moray, Teviot, Clyde and Arran Villas, 7-13 Elm Grove (1888): two pairs of matched semi-detached villas in an individual style not seen elsewhere – 

rendered and whitewashed with arcaded decoration to the round-headed ground floor windows and a blind window above the front door with the 

name and date. 

 

Essendene Road 

49 Essendene Road (1884): Victorian mansion by Sir John Sulman, the architect of the Congregational Church in the Valley, in red brick with 

decorative tile hanging and distinctive ornamental windows. 
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Foxon Lane  

156-162 Foxon Lane plus further in Reid Avenue: a series of substantial well-proportioned 1950s detached houses built as officers’ quarters for 

Caterham Barracks. First shown on the 1958 OS map, they are part of the strong military history and association with Caterham. 

Reid Avenue 

 

Hawarden Road  

Military huts, Hawarden Road: six wartime wooden barrack blocks (now used by the Army and Sea Cadets) extending from Hawarden Road through 

to The Grove. They are not on the 1935 OS map but are shown on the 1957 edition, therefore were probably used in WWII, but they could be WWI in 

origin – surviving examples like this are now rare and part of the extensive military history of Caterham Barracks. 
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Hawarden Road 

The Grove 

 

High Street 

The Old Fire Engine House (1890): although largely reconstructed after a public outcry over its demolition in 1998 it is a key landmark and very 
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much a part of the social history of Caterham. In red brick and tile hanging with the original cupola bell turret. It is recorded by a Bourne Society 

notice on the doors. 

2014                                                          As original: 1962 

 

Soldiers’ Home 4 High Street: although a fairly ordinary building visually, it has local social history significance reflecting the role of Caterham as a 

garrison town. Established in 1898, the Soldiers’ Home was part of the temperance movement organised by local clergy to provide meeting rooms 

as an alternative to the many local pubs, especially during WWI when the number of recruits based in the town rose to 15,000 from a peacetime 

level of 1,200. It has group value with the Soldiers’ Rooms in William Road and the Drill Hall in Godstone Road in the Valley, used for the same 

purpose. 

   C 1906 

 

11/13 and 15/17 High Street: two well-preserved matched pairs of late Victorian semi-detached three storey domestic houses in traditional flint with 

tile hanging. One has been occupied by the undertakers Bakers since 1909. 
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28-32 High Street (Laura Cottages 1895): a row of traditional late Victorian workers’ cottages in yellow brick with red detailing. They reflect the mixed 

residential and commercial character of the High Street throughout its history. 
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33 High Street: the attached Edwardian shop, forming part of the setting and structural history of the listed building behind.                    See Heritage 

Audit 

 

The Blacksmith’s Arms: a substantial late Victorian pub, forming a prominent visual landmark on its corner plot. The earliest pub on the Hill, being 

mentioned in the 1841 census, but the present building is later (first shown on the 1896 OS map). 
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36 High Street (shown on 1896 OS map): a Victorian house and shop combined, in red brick with white detailing, with ornamental barge boards and 

display windows on the ground floor. Its gardens were to the south, as reflected by a ground floor bay window on that side. If restored it could 

continue to make a positive contribution to the historic character of the High Street. 

 

41 High Street (shown on 1935 OS map): imposing 1930s former bank with colonnaded entrance porch. 
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69/71 High Street: two largely unaltered late Victorian semi-detached, bay fronted tile-hung cottages, with a clay tile roof and decorative ridge 

(replaced on no. 71) and original iron railings. They were built as a pair with 73/75 (as shown on the 1896 OS map) although the latter have been 

extended and re-fronted as shop units.  

 

The Royal Oak, High Street (shown on 1870 OS map): traditional Victorian public house in red brick with arcaded windows on the ground floor 

frontage and sashes above. 
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70-72 High Street: these evidence the change from domestic to retail use along the High Street, probably beginning as 19th c. cottages as shown on 

the 1870 OS map, although the structural history suggests earlier origins. No.70 is of flint with brick quoins, to which 72 has been added in brick, and 

the Edwardian ground floor shop extensions have then been built. There are further bays behind, concealed by tile hanging, although the rear of 70 

is also in flint and brick. 

 

The Old Rectory and cedar tree, 91 High Street                  TDC local listing (see Heritage Audit) 

 

Harestone Lane (including High View) 

Lodge and ancillary range for Woodlands mansion (1861), shown on 1870 OS map: at the entrance to the former Woodlands carriage drive is a red 

brick lodge (100 Harestone Lane) with three front gable extensions in black and white timber effect, two rising to roof apex level. The separate L- 

shaped range (1 Highview), probably originally the stables and carriage house, has gabled roof dormers and a roof ventilation turret with weather 
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vane. 

 

Woodlands, (1861)  (now Woodside View) Highview, off Harestone Lane: one of the first of the Victorian mansions built along Stanstead Road, 

overlooking Harestone valley. It is a grand house of Georgian style in whitewashed render with stone quoins, a colonnaded entrance portico and tall 

windows - round headed on the ground floor and set to bays on the south lawn elevation. 

 

Le Personne Road 

Cottages, 20-22 Le Personne Road (reputed to be c 1834, shown on 1870 OS map): two matched, conjoined front and rear units with small 

windows, pantile roofs and a single chimney stack. The thick front wall with external buttresses and a tie-rod suggest that these may be of brick and 

flint, now rendered over. They appear to be remnants of the original rural landscape before the area was developed, possibly back- to-back early 19th 
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c. farm workers’ cottages. 
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Manor Avenue 

Manor Avenue and Park Avenue, front walls: these streets were laid out in the late 1920s, after the demolition of Caterham Court, and many of the 

garden walls are built of re-used material from a brick works, including kiln linings and over-fired and fused bricks. This material may have come from 

the former brickworks (marked as disused on the 1914 OS map) located where the allotments now are in Heath Road. 

 

19 Manor Avenue: a well-proportioned example of a 1930s rusticated cottage of above average quality that retains original period details such as the 

clay tile roof, leaded light windows and Reigate stone front wall. 

 

Domestic range for Caterham Court (c 1865): probably stables and outbuildings in origin. A flint range with brick detailing, clay roof tiles and tall 
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gables with ornamental bargeboards, forming the best surviving evidence of the former manorial complex and part of the setting of the adjacent 

church. The range is shown on the 1870 OS map, although the rear view (from Church Road) suggests several phases, perhaps with earlier origins. 

 

Gate posts and walls for Caterham Court, at the junction of Manor Avenue and Church Road: large ornate brick and render gate posts at the former 

entrance to the manor house; includes the associated 19th c. brick and flint walls on the north side of Manor Avenue, extending as far as no. 45. 

 

Gate lodge of Caterham Court (c 1865), at the junction of Manor Avenue and Church Road: in flint with stone quoins and steep gables to a clay tile 

roof; there is a ‘gothic’ bay window with iron tracery, a doorway with gabled porch and a carriage door at the front. The style is very similar to the 

domestic range described above, and is probably contemporary, being shown on the 1870 OS map. 
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Park Road 

Park Road is a well-preserved street of Victorian and Edwardian cottages and terraces of variety and charm, examples of which are shown below - 

see also under Neighbourhood Character Area (Caterham Hill Historic Core) below.  

21 Park Road, Teignmouth Villas (1895) 

 

27 Park Road, Laura Cottages (1888) 
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61-71 Park Road, Elm Cottages (1894)                                               73 and 75 Park Road         
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79 Park Road                                                       94-96 Park Road, Cramlington Cottages (1888) 

 

101-103 Park Road, Holly Cottages 

 

Queens Park (1900) and Queens Park Road – see under Neighbourhood Character Area for individual heritage landmarks 

Reid Avenue – see under Foxon Lane 
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Salmons Lane 

123 Salmons Lane (opposite Torwood Lane): part of the Victorian service ranges for the former Salmons manor house, in flint with red brick 

detailing, decorative barge boards, and matching roof dormers recently added – first shown on the 1896 OS map.  

 

125 Salmons Lane: part of the Victorian service ranges for the former Salmons manor house, a small flint lodge with red brick detailing (first shown 

on the 1870 OS map) and later extensions in white-washed brick. It stood on the former driveway, the original flint wing wall and one gate pier of 

which can still be seen to the left of the present entrance. 
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Grove House, 140 Salmons Lane                                       TDC local listing (see Heritage Audit) 

 

150 Salmons Lane: a traditional Victorian cottage (first shown on the 1897 OS map) in two bays of yellow brick and flint with red brick detailing and a 

clay tile roof with decorative ridges. Although it has recently been extended and the roof replaced the historic features are still recognisable. 

2012                                                                                            2014                
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Stanstead Road  

Service quarters for former mansion Woodside (1861), 15 Stanstead Road - shown on the 1870 and 1896 OS maps: a flint range in traditional style, 

and very similar to the outbuildings for Caterham Court in Manor Avenue. The lodge-type house has stone and red brick detailing, a clay tile roof with 

dormers, decorative ridges and bargeboards, and tall ornamental chimneys. The matching ancillary range, the rear of which faces Stanstead Road, 

has gabled dormers with ornamental bargeboards and a ventilation turret with weather vane - probably stables and domestic quarters in origin. 

 

Glen Shiel/Glen Eden (c 1895), 36-38 Stanstead Road: shown on 1896 OS map. A striking three floor red brick Victorian house, the front left-hand 

gabled bay rising to roof apex level, with a separate gabled roof dormer on the right, both upper gables being in decorative black and white timber 

effect. The porch canopy with turned wooden supports is original. 
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Normandhurst (c 1895, remodelled 1910), 58 Stanstead Road. A substantial Edwardian house rendered on the ground floor, with tile hanging on the 

second, plus roof windows within two gabled front bay extensions. The clay-tile roof has decorative ridges and the windows have small upper panes, 

originally with stained glass. 

 

The Grove 
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1-32 The Grove: good quality public housing which although of a later date (first shown on the 1933 OS map) is very much of the style and build 

quality of the Victorian military blocks inside the Barracks. Although not within the Barracks Conservation Area these buildings complement it and 

add architectural interest to the street scene.  
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City Coal tax post, cast iron, north side of The Grove (junction with Green lane): unlike the other examples along the City Corporation boundary, 

which have statutory listing, this one appears to be a modern replacement, dated 1996. However, it does share group value with the others as a 

historic feature. 

 

Town End 

28-34 Town End: a range of traditional Victorian cottages – nos. 28-32 in flint with red brick detailing, and no. 34 in red and white brick with 

decorative end bargeboards. The rooflines and OS maps suggest three separate units developed between c 1870 and 1896, no. 28 possibly being 
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the earliest. 
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47-49 and 51-53 Town End: two pairs of contemporary semi-detached Arts and Crafts houses (first shown on 1935 OS map but probably c 1920) in 

a whitewashed finish with projecting front gabled bays, small-paned upper casements and pantile roofs with wide curved eaves. They have arched 

stone entrance surrounds with quoins and front doors with bulls’-eye glass. There is a concrete WWII air raid warden’s post to the front of no. 51. 

 

Town End, junction with Banstead Road: there is a WWII air raid shelter beneath this corner of the recreation ground. The blocked entrance is 

visible, as is the iron escape hatch. 

 

Waller Lane 

Southwood (1867), Waller Lane: grand Victorian house overlooking Caterham Valley, in flint with stone quoins (now a painted finish), tall chimneys 

and steeply pitched roof gables with ornamental bracketed bargeboards. This house is part of the first phase of high status development following 
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the arrival of the railway. 

 

Westway 

Westway, on Westway Common, opposite Avenue Road: a WWII underground air raid shelter. Some of the concrete structure of the entrance is 

visible on the west side, together with the concreted- over escape hatch to the east. 

 

Westway, in the Library forecourt: a visual reminder of WWII and part of the strong military history of CR3. This Edwardian granite memorial horse 

trough formerly stood on the Common but suffered WWII bomb damage and was later re-located here. 
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Whyteleafe Road 

St Andrews (1872), Whyteleafe Road (opposite Furrows Place): Victorian red brick mansion with modern extensions for a care home. The mature 

Wellingtonia at the front is probably an original planting in the gardens. 

 

The Presbytery, 37 Whyteleafe Road (1881): a substantial ecclesiastical house, in yellow brick with stone mullion windows, contemporary with the 

Church of the Sacred Heart and an integral part of the setting of the listed building.  
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Holford, 41 Whyteleafe Road (1891): a large Victorian house in red brick and render, with tile hanging. 

 

White Cottage, 42 Whyteleafe Road: a substantial Victorian house in brick and render, first shown on the 1896 OS map. 
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The Lodge, 62 Whyteleafe Road (c 1860, shown on 1870 OS map): the second gate lodge for the former mansion Essendene, at the western 

entrance. Despite more recent brick extensions the original small flint gate lodge, with observation window bay facing the driveway, is clearly 

recognisable. See also under Burntwood Lane (Caterham Valley Parish) for the northern lodge house. 

 

Portley (1856) (Sunnydown School) Whyteleafe Road: the Victorian mansion is the final house on the medieval and later Portley manorial farm site. 

 

Stable yard, 156 Whyteleafe Road: Victorian stables for Portley mansion, consisting of a quadrangle of conjoined flint and brick ranges on three 

sides closed by a wall along the road frontage, as shown on the 1897 OS map. There is a louvred ventilation turret and weather vane.  

 


